


A Highly lntegrated Desktop Computer
System
Sysfem 45, the new flagship of the HP 9800 Series, gives
the user unprecedented power in a single compact unit.
It offers advanced capabilities in program documentation,
string and matrix operations, subprograms, program linking,
tracing, formatted output, mass storage, and graphics.

by William D. Eads and Jack M. Walden

C YSTEM 45lS A HIGHLY INTERACTIVE, highly
rJ integrated personalized desktop computer. It is

designed to give the user unprecedented capabil it ies
in input/output, computation, and storage, all in a
single unit on the desk top,

System 45, which is also known as Model 9845A
(Fig. f ), has the most powerful central processor and
the largest built- in mass storage system ever offered
in a desktop computer. It also features a 12-inch CRT
display, BASIC interpretive language conforming to
the la test  ANSI standard,  extensive appl icat ions
software, and an optional graphics package with
high-speed hard-copy output.

Design Philosophy
Design of the System 45 Desktop Computer was

heavily influenced by interviews with many typical
users of desktop computer systems, particularly the
BASIC-language HP 9830A. Two characteristics were
common to many users. One was the complexity of
their applications, which included planetary motion
modeling, l i fe science analysis, administrative func-
tions, and computer-aided design. The second com-
mon characteristic was the desire for a friendly, easy-
to-learn, easy-to-use system. Based on these and re-
lated inputs, the decision was made to develop a
totally integrated desktop computer system includ-
ing not only the most popular peripherals, but also
the entire operating system and user read/write mem-
ory.

The implementation of this fundamental decision
did not mean simply integrating a collection of exist-
ing peripherals into a box, independent of relative
performance or form factors. Instead the approach
was to develop and integrate an operating system and
a set of peripherals that would be balanced in perfor-
mance. For example, the single-l ine display of past
products was replaced by a multi- l ine CRT that in-
corporates the powerful feature of graphics as an op-
tion. The printer of past products was upgraded con-
siderably to a high-speed, page-width printer/plotter

Prrn ted  n  U.S A.

that produces hard copies of anything on the CRT,
including both alphanumerics and graphics. The in-
tegral thermal printer/plotter is optional. System 45
incorporates two high-performance tape cartridge
units (one is optional), doubling the built- in mass
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memory capabi l i ty  of  past  products.  The enhanced
operat ing system ofup to 150K bytes of  contro l ,  Ian-
guage,  and opt ions is  bui l t  in to read-only memory
(ROM) located in  two user-accessib le drawers.  Sys-
tem 45 a lso in tegrates up to 64K bytes of  read/wr i te
memory,  a long wi th two main system processors to
opt imize system operat ion and computat ion.  The in-
tegra l  keyboard was upgraded f rom past  products to
improve i ts  operat ion,  ef f ic iency,  and re l iab i l i ty .  Four
i n p u t / o u t p u t  p o r t s  a r e  p r o v i d e d  f o r  e x t e r n a l
per ipherals  such as d isc memor ies,  impact  pr in ters,
ink p lot ters,  paper tape punches,  and so on.

The h igh degree of  in tegrat ion was made possib le
by the large-scale integration of some of the key com-
ponents.  System 45 wi th a l l  o f  i ts  opt ions inc ludes 36
NMOS LSI chips,  19 MSI chips and 7s NMOS ROM
chips,*  a l l  custom developed and processed in HP's
integrated-circuit facil i t ies.l further integration was
made possib le by h igh packaging densi t ies,  a h igh
degree of modularity in several assemblies, a very
efficient switching power supply, and a novel dual
fan parallel cooling scheme.

In the pages that  fo l low,  System 45's  design is  de-
scribed in three parts: f irmware and software in this
ar t ic le ,  hardware in  the ar t ic le  on page 11,  and the
thermal printer in the article on page 22.

'NlV0S-N-channel metal-0xide semiconductor integrated-circuit process (also see reference 1).
LSI -Large-scale integrated circuits.
l\., lSl =lredium-scale inteorated circuits.

Fig. 1. The new HP Serles 9B0O
Sysfem 45 features the most pow-
erful central processor and the
largest built-in mass memory now
available in a desktop computer. lt
a/so has a 12-inch CRT drsplay,
enhanced BASIC language,  an
optional graphics package with
high-speed hard-copy print ing,
and applications software.

Firmware/Software Objectives
System 45's  personal i ty  is  largely a resul t  o f  the

contents of the system programs that control its two
major processors. These are firmware programs resid-
ing in  read-only memory.  The goals in  the design of
the firmware system were oriented heavily toward
two features:  s t ra ighforward,  se l f -ev ident ,  easi ly-
used operat ions and language statements for  the
novice or  nonprogrammer,  and sophist icated and
powerful operations and language statements avail-
able to the advanced user  who must  solve complex
problems.  Both these capabi l i t ies had to be achieved
without complex system configuration procedures or
an e laborate job contro l  language.

System 45's programming language is an extension
of the new standard BASIC defined by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI). Statements such
as LET, INpur, and Gosug are a part of this standard.
Enhancements to this language have been made in the
areas of program documentation, string and matrix
operations, subprograms, program linking, tracing,
formatted output, mass storage fi les, and graphics.

Display Functions
The CRT display and the keyboard are the user's

interactive l ink with System 45. They operate to-
gether almost as a single entity, with most keyboard
operations immediately reflected in some way on the
display.

The display operates in several modes, each pre-
senting a particular collection of information that is
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I Keyboard Entry Area
(User Input Line)

I System Comments Line

F)9.2. Most keyboard operations are immediately reftected in
the display. ln the normal mode, the display is divided into a
printout area for program-generated information and an in-
teraction area that handles communications between the usel
and the computer.

pertinent and useful forthetaskbeing performed. The
normal mode, in which the display operates most of
the time, provides a print area for user-program-
generated information and an interaction area that
handles the user's communication with the computer
(Fig. z). The print area of the display consists of the
top 20 l ines. Display information for this area is gen-
erated by user-program statements PRINT and pnwT
USING. The buffer for the display can store 3552 active
characters, If more than 20 l ines of output are gener-
ated, they remain in the buffer and the user may scroll
up and down through them. Up to 3b0 short l ines may
be viewable.

The bottom area of the display is the user interac-
tion area. It has three functions. The first is the presen-
tation of messages to the operator under user program
control. This occurs upon execution ofthe DISP state-
ment, or as a prompt as part of the INpuT, LINIUT, or
ED lT<s t r i ng  name>  s ta temen ts ,  wh i ch  ca l l  f o r
operator-supplied information from the keyboard.

The second function is the user input l ine. All user
entries (data, commands, etc.) immediately appear
here. A cursor is present in this double-length, 160-
character l ine, and full editing capabil it ies-insert
character, delete character, and cursor movement-
are provided.

What happens to information keyed into this l ine is
determined by the system control key pressed after
keying in the l ine. If the rxEcure key is pressed, the
system treats the l ine as a command to be executed.
This includes the evaluation of expressions, as in a
keyboard controlled calculator, which can be done

even though the computer is running a program.
If the sronr key is pressed, the l ine in the display is

treated as a program line to be checked for syntax and
stored as a program line in the computer.

If the computer has paused for user input of data via
an INPUT, LINPUT, or EDIT<string name) statement,
the user supplies the data into this l ine and then
presses the cour key.

The third function of the bottom area of the display
is the presentation of system-generated information
to the user. Error messages and information about the
state of the system (busy, etc.) appear here. If the
computer is being used as a calculator, the results are
presented in this l ine of the display.

Two other modes of the display can be invoked by
the user to enhance certain operations. They are the
EDIT LINE mode, which is tailored for the entry and
editing of programs, and the EDrr KEy mode, which is
used for defining and editing the special function
keys (to be described in more detail later). In these two
modes, the user input l ines and the system status l ine
remain functionally the same, but are moved up to
the middle of the screen.

Keyboard Functions
The keyboard is  d iv ided into funct ional  key

groups: display control, system control, special func-
tion keys, typewriter section, number pad and as-
sociated arithmetic operator keys, and some miscel-
laneous functions (Fig. 3). The display control keys
provide for cursor movement, scroll ing of the display,
insertion and deletion of characters. and insertion
and deletion of program lines in the sorr LrNn mode.
The system control keys include STop, RUN, rAUSE and
CONT.

The typewriter section conforms to regular type-
writer conventions. Included in this area is the sroRn
key. The number pad, which is used for calculator
operations and the entry of numeric data, includes the
numeric keys, the arithmetic operators and the nxn-
CUTE key. The miscellaneous group is located in the
typewriter section, and controls the setting and clear-
ing of tabs in the input l ine.

The special function keys are a group of 16 user-
definable keys, each of which may be shifted, provid-
ing a total of 32 user-specified special operations.
There are several uses for these keys. One is to invoke
the equivalent of up to an entire line of keyed input by
pressing a single key. Almost any key can be included
in this l ine, even editing and control keys. The second
use of the special function keys is to provide a set of
frequently used commands as single keystrokes.
These are defined by the system when power is
turned on and are labeled on the keyboard.

The third use of the special function keys is to
provide the user with direct (interrupt) control of the
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Fig.3. Ihe keyboard is divided into functional groups. N-key
rollover assures that no keystrokes will be mrssed regardless
of how tast a typist the user happens to be.

computer while a program is running. The action to

be taken is incorporated as part of the program by an

oN KEY # statement .  When the speci f ied key is

pressed, the program is interrupted and the specified
routine is executed. This allows the user to alter pro-

gram operation by direct keyboard control.

A special feature ofthe keyboard is a RECALL opera-

tion. Each entry made and invoked by the user is

pushed onto a recall stack. The entries on the stack

may be recalled successively by pressing the nncRlr,

key.
The design of the keyboard assumes that System 45

operators wil l have a wide range of typing skil ls, from

novice to experienced typist. The key switches in the

typewriter block were chosen to give essentially the

same stroke and touch as on conventional electric

typewriters. The keyboard design also features N-key

rollover. When an experienced typist encounters a
word such as "the", the typing rate can be as high as

250 words per minute. N-key rollover assures that no

characters wil l be missed during these burst modes of

character entry.

Mass Storage System
The mass storage system controls all mass storage

devices connected to or built into System 45. In the

basic machine this means the built- in tape cartridge.
However, the same functional structure (statements

and commands) is used to control optional external
mass storage devices such as the HP 9885A Flexible
Disc. Advantages of this unified command structure
are two. For one, the operation of a program or group
of programs designed for one device can be trans-
ferred to other devices without change, and within a

single program the operation and treatment of a vari-
ety of devices is the same. The advantage to the user is

the simplif ication of program development or rede-

velopment when upgrading to higher-capabil ity de-
v ices.

The mass storage system on all devices operates on
a file-by-name basis, with each medium carrying its
own directory of the files on that medium. File-by-
name provides the greatest simplicity in file opera-
tions, and relieves the user of the tedious detail of
management of the medium. The mass storage device
associated with any file is specified as a part of the file
name specification. If the user program does not pro-
vide this specification, the system automatically uses
the default device, which is normally the internal
tape cartridge, but can be defined by the user to be any
device by the MASS sroRAGE IS statement.

The mass storage system provides a variety of f i les,

including special f i les for storing and loading of
programs, storing and loading the special function
keys, or storing and reloading the entire state of the
machine (data, program, keys, display, etc.). A most
important function is the storage and retrieval of user

data by programs. The mass storage system provides a
variety of ways to print and read data of all types. The
data file may be treated as a single, sequential file in a

serial mode. Or it may be accessed randomly by rec-

ords of specifiable size, The random-access record
size is user-specifiable, and is in no way limited by
the physical record size of the hardware. The system

totally isolates the user from the hardware.
Programs can be stored and loaded in two forms:

internal (compiled) form, ot source form. The internal
form provides the greatest speed. The source form is

written as a data file, with the program appearing in

the file as a sequence of string data items, one string
per line. These source program files can be treated as
string data by other programs for a variety of pur-
poses, such as modification, cross-reference genera-

tion, and so on.
A special file type is also provided for maximum-

speed transfer of data arrays. In this mode, the data is

transferred directly from the value area in memory via

direct memory access (DMA).

PRINT USING and IMAGE
As a BASlC-language computer, System 45 pro-

vides simplif ied output capabil ity via the pRmr

statement. There is little control of output format, but
maximum transfer of data with little effort or concern
by the user.

For  more sophist icated output  appl icat ions in

which the format or organization of the printed result

is important, the pntNr UsING and Ivacn statements
are provided. The primary control of output by an

IMAGE statement is character-by-character, as con-
trasted to the field specification provided by nonltar
statements in FORTRAN. This character-by-character
specification allows more flexibility and control than
can be achieved in field control.

The pnrNr UsING/IMAGE capability is flexible and
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versatile. Numeric quantities can be output in stan-
dard fixed (Fl or f loating-point (E, scientif ic) notation.
Fixed-width fields with leading zeros or asterisk fi l l
can be specified. The printing of large numbers sepa-
rated into groups of three digits by commas can also
be specified. Outside the United States, the comma is
often used to indicate the radix point instead of the
per iod that  is  common in the U.S.  This can be
specified using the IMAGE capabil ity as simply as the
use of a decimal point.

The uacE capability also allows the specification
of floating literals as a part of numeric notation. For
example, it is common to have the sign of a number ( +
or -) or a dollar sign ($) f loat, in the sense that leading
zeros are not printed and the symbol floats to the first
position to the left of the first significant digit, In
System 45 the floating l iteral is generalized to be any
set of characters. For example, this would allow DM
to be floated in printing money values in Germany.

An IMAGE specification can be provided by a sepa-
rate IMAGE statement or specified by a string expres-
sion. The IMAGE statement allows fixed, unchanging
definition of the format at the time the program is
written. The string expression specification allows
the full use of string manipulation to construct a for-
mat at run time, if fixed formatting is not acceptable.

Fig. a shows an example of the use of the pRrNt
USING and naacn statements.

Graphics
System 45's optional graphics capabil ity conforms

to an HP standard language for plotting and graphics.
This language provides a common functional struc-
ture for a variety of HP plotting devices. In the System
45 graphics option, provision for control of a number
of devices is made, including the CRT graphics op-
tion, the HP 9872A X-Y Plotter,2 incremental plotters,
and graphics output on the internal thermal printer.

The language and command st ructure in  the

Fig. 4. The p,c/Nr us/NG and tunar
slatemenls provide sophisticated
output formatting. The optional
thermal printer can provide hard
copies of anything on the display.)

graphics lption provides a high degree of f lexibil i ty
and devic6 independence. For example, it is simple to
generate identical plots on the CRT, on the internal
thermal printer, and on a 9872A Plotter. The same
commands control all devices, and a program that
generates a plot on the CRT can create that same plot
on the 9872A by changing a single statement, the
PLoTTER IS command, to specify which plotting de-
vice is active.

A major objective of the HP plotting language is to
provide the abil ity to use simple programs for simple
jobs, along with maximum capability and flexibility
at the expense of program complexity when that is
required. This is accomplished by the careful defini-
t ion of  defaul t  condi t ions that  are logical  and
straightforward in the sense that they are what the
user would expect them to be.

Three ways to specify plotting units are provided:
GDUs, user units, or absolute physical units. GDUs
are, in effect, percentages. One GDU is defined as
1/100th of the minimum side (X or Y) of the available
plotter space. User units are specified by the user to fit
the application-for example, seconds and feet or
m ic roseconds  and  vo l t s .  Phys i ca l  un i t  spec i -
fications are in millimeters, and are used for fixed
plots in drafting, mapping, and similar applications.

A full repertoire of plotting commands is provided,
including absolute pt-or, incremental plor, MovE,
and oRaw. These operate in any of the three unit
systems. Relative and incremental pror commands
can include rotation specifications.

The physical l imits of whatever plotter is active
define hard clip l imits, that is, the area outside of
which plotting can never occur. The user can redefine
these limits to specify a sub-area of the total physical
space. This is useful, for example, in plotting on a
small sheet of paper on the 9872A Plotter. The limits
of this hard clip area can be specified by digit izing the
corners of the area. In addition to hard clip l imits, the



user frequently wants to specify a sub-area of the total
plotter space onto which user units wil l be mapped,
and which provides a soft clip area beyond which
normal plotting wil l not occur, Typically, this might
be a pre-ruled grid on a graph sheet placed on the
gBT2APlotter bed. This soft clip area can be specified
by digit izing the corners of the area. The soft clip
region can be moved about as desired by the user. In
simple cases, when the total plotter area is to be used,
no specification need be made. This defaults the hard
and soft clip areas and the user unit mapping to the
total plotter space.

Besides normal user unit scaling, which allows full
f lexibil i ty, System 45 provides a special form of scal-
ing that results in isotropic plotting. In this mode,
plotting units are the same size on both the X and Y
axes. Thus geometric integrity is preserved, that is, a
circle remains a circle even though its size may be
changed. Commands to generate axes or grids, with
major and minor ticks, are also provided.

Full labeling capabil ity is provided through LABEL
and LRgnL USING statements. These are analogous to
pRtNt and eRINT ustNc, generating the same form of
output. Label direction and character size can be
speci f ied by the user .

The internal thermal printer can be used to obtain
rapid hard copy of an image present in the CRT
graphics memory. This is a dot-for-dot "dump", and
takes from five to fifteen seconds. Such hard copy is
useful for debugging, notebooks, quick copies, and
permanent records.

Enhanced BASIC
To aid in program readabil ity and maintainabil ity,

several features have been incorporated into System
45 BASIC, the most important of which is the defini-
t ion of names within programs. ANSI BASIC allows
only a single upper-case letter followed by an op-
tional digit for numeric variables and user-defined
functions. System 45 allows an upper-case character
followed by 0 to 14 lower-case letters, digits, and/or
underscores. Thus T may become Time-of day or vZ
could be mnemonical ly  renamed V-base-emit ter .
Also, for ease of readabil ity, l ines may be labeled
using this same naming definit ion. References to
these lines, such as in coro statements, may use these
names rather than the l ine number. Thus, one mav
write

100 GOTO Next-try
as a valid System 45 statement.

The tr statement, in addition to allowing a l ine
number or name following trtnN, also allows a single
statement instead. Thus, to print the index and value
of all array elements less than 0, one could write:

100 FOR Count :  1 to Limit !  Loop to l imit of Array

110 IF Array(Count)<0 THEN PRINT Count, Array(Countl

120 NEXT Count

In the above example, two additional documenta-
tion features are demonstrated. One is that comments
can be added after any l ine by the inclusion of the !
character. This is l isted in the same column position
as it was typed. Also, statement keywords are l isted in
the same columns they were originally entered in.
This allows the programmer to offset blocks of code
lines to aid in the visual perception of algorithm flow.

Strings, both simple and array, are defined by the
same naming conventions as numeric variables, fol-
lowed by the symbol  g;  examples are Nameg and
Line-of datag. Strings may contain as many as 32,767
characters, as defined in the DIM statement. String
a r rays  and  numer i c  a r rays  may  be  up  to  s i x -
dimensional, with up to 32,767 elements in any di-
mension. Parts of strings may be accessed or replaced
by using a bracket notation for substrings, and strings
may be joined using the concatenation operator. For
example, A$ : B$ [3,s] & "xy" wil l create a string of f ive
characters in  the var iable a$ by us ing the th i rd
through fifth characters of Bg and the l iteral xy.

Arrays of up to six dimensions are allowed in Sys-
tem 45. No limit, except available memory, is placed
on the number of elements in the array. Array ele-
ments are identif ied by integer indices such as Array
(7szB,4). ANSI BASIC specifies that the lower bound of
a lower array index is either 0 or 1, with 0 being the
default value. The limits of these System 45 indexes,
however,  are not  l imi ted to 0 or  1,  but  may be
specified by the user in the oltvl statement. For exam-
p le ,

100  D IM  A r ray l ( 1971 :1980 ,4 ) ,A r rayz ( -  100 ,100 )

specifies a 10 x 5 matrix and a vector of ZOt elements.
The programmer or user is thus allowed the conveni-
ence of working with array indexes that correspond to
the application, such as a calendar year or a percent
deviation, instead of less obvious transformed units
beginning with 0 or 1.

Most BASIC implementations allow the multiplica-
tion of each element of an array by a scalar quantity.
This capabil ity has been extended to allow addition
of a scalar quantity to each element of an array, sub-
traction of a scalar quantity from each element of an
amay, and division of each element of an array by a
scalar quantity. For example,

MAT First : Second/(7)

divides each element of matrix second by 7 and places
it in the corresponding element of First. Relational
operat ions,  such as <,)  : , ( ) ,  and : ,  are a l lowed
between elements of matrices or between matrices
and scalar values. For example,

M A T U n e q u a l  a  b : A < > B

produces a 1 in each element of unequal-a b for
which the corresponding elements of a and B are not
equal, and 0 in elements of unequal a b for which
corresponding elements of a and B are identical.



Another matrix capability is that of functions of
matrices. All single-operand numeric functions are
allowed as operators in MAT statements. For example,
to take the sine of each element of the matrix Angle and
place the result in matrix Sin, the statement

MAT Sin : SIN(Angle)

is used, with a significant speed advantage
use of FotrvNEXT loops to compute the sine
individual element.

System 45 BASIC allows the use of subprograms,
much like the FORTRAN subroutine subprogram
capabil ity, within which variables are handled inde-
pendently from variables of the same name in other
subprograms or the main program,

The capability of subprograms has two important
benefits. First, the fact that subprograms are indepen-
dent of one another means that libraries of subpro-
grams can be used to build large software systems out
of many smaller debugged modules. Similarly, a large
programming effort can be broken down into several
smaller tasks, and independent subprogram modules
can be designed by several programmers with a
minimum of interaction and interference. The second
benefit of subprograms results from the strategy of
allocating user read/write memory to each subpro-
gram as execution of that subprogram begins and
deallocating that memory, or returning it to the pool
of system available memory, when the subprogram
completes execution. This means that the size and
shape of arrays can be determined at the time the
program is run, instead of having to be specified
when the program is written. The following program
fragment demonstrates the ability of a program to fit
in available memory, as long as arrays Admittance, Val-
ues, Amps, and Volts do not exceed available user read/
write memory.

10 INPUT "How many nodes and elements in your cir-
cuit?", Nodes, Elements

1000 SUB Input-circuit (N, Elts)
1010 DIM Admit-matrix (1:N,1:N), Values (1:EltsJ

7O2O DIM Amps(1:Elts), Volts[1:N)

As shown in this example, data may be passed to and
results returned from subprograms by a list of vari-
ables, called the parameter list, which is enclosed in
parentheses and follows the subprogram name. In
addition to simple numeric variables, simple strings,
numeric arrays, string arrays, and mass storage file
numbers are allowed in the subprogram parameter
list. Array names are distinguished by (") trailing the
name, while file numbers are identified by a leading *

symbol. Numeric and string data may also be made
available to the main program and all subprograms by
use of a common memory area identified by the cou
statement, which is similar in form to the DrM state-
ment and must exist somewhere in each subprogram
module that accesses the common data area.

Programs that are too large to fit entirely in System
45's memory may be broken into segments and ma-
nipulated by use of several mass storage statements.
User programs may be placed on a mass storage file in
ASCII character format with the SAVE statement.
These ASCII files may overlay or add to programs in
memory by using the t tNx or cET statements. LrNK
leaves all variables intact when executed. cnr deletes
all variables except for those in common storage. The
internal form of programs may be manipulated by
similar statements named sroRE and loRo. These
statements execute much more quickly than snvB
LINICGET, but the latter are more flexible since they
deal with string data, which programs may manipu-
late.

Binary programs, supplied from the factory as mass
storage fi les, may be put together in any combination
required by the user with repeated use of the LoADBTN
statement. Then the entire collection of binary prog-
rams in memory at any given time may be written to a
file by use of the sronrsrN statement. Finally, an en-
tire program, consisting of binary programs, BASIC
main and subprograms, data, special function key
definit ions, and even the contents of the CRT screen,
may be put on a mass storage fi le by use of the
STOREALL statement. At a later time this file can be
placed in memory,  and on the screen,  wi th the
LOADALL statement. This feature is especially useful
for checkpointing programs to minimize the cost of
restarting long programs if power or other failure
should occur during program execution.*

To aid in program debugging, several statements
have been defined to help the user monitor program
flow. For example,

TRACE 1000,1050
states that when program execution of line 1000 oc-
curs, all program branches, such as coro, cosus, and
call wil l be noted. This tracing of logic flow ceases
when line 1050 is executed. Up to five variables,
including numeric and string as well as simple and
array variables, may be monitored for changes in val-
ues. The statement

TRACE VARIABLES A[-),8$
causes a message to be printed any time any element
of array A changes or any time the string B$ changes
value. Whenever possible, the new value is printed
within one line of printed output. Tracing all variable
changes is done with the statement TRACE ALL vARr-

x"Checkpointing" 
means storing the state of the machine at various points (checkpoints) in a

program. Should a lailure occur, the program can be restarted from the most recent checkDoint.

over the
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ABLES, whiletracing of variables and programbranch-

ing is done with the rRacn ALL statement. These
facilities are turned off with the execution of the Non-

MAL statement.

Internal Program Storage
System 45's execution of user programs is interpre-

tive, in the sense that the form of the program in

read-write memory, the internal form, is not directly
executable machine code, and the program can be
Iisted essentially as the user typed it in. However, the
internal form of a user's program is not at all similar to
that of most interpreters, which retain the character
form of the user's program and check operator prece-

dences and variable names each time a statement is
executed. Instead, the program is stored as pointers to
the proper execution code for each language opera-
tion, such as LET, *, or cos, as pointers to a symbol
table for variables and constants, and as pointers to a
scratchpad location for temporary results. Fig. 5
shows the internal form for the line

100 LET Time : Old + N* Delta
Each box in the figure represents a two-byte word (t0

bits). Enough information is retained to allow the line
to be listed as typed (with extra spaces and redundant
parentheses removed).

Operating System Details
As explained in the article beginning on page 11.,

System 45's architecture is based on two micro-
processors, the language processor unit (LPU) and the
peripheral processing unit (PPU). The PPU functions
are master control over computer operations, control
of inpuUoutput data transfers, and most formatting of
data. The LPU is the language translator and is re-
sponsible for interpreting and executing program
statements and keyboard commands. It is also re-
sponsible for managing program execution and in-
it iating I/O operations by passing them to the PPU.

Communication between the LPU and PPU is ac-
complished by storing and reading information in a
common area of read/write memory. Two general
methods of communication are used, messages and
flags. The messages are stored in two dedicated buf-
fers in block o read/write memory. The sending pro-
cessor stores a message in the buffer only when it is
empty (flag is 0). The receiving processor looks for a
message in its buffer by examining the flags as-
sociated with the buffer. It acknowledges receipt of a
message by setting the associated flag to zero.

PPU Functional Description
The PPU is responsible for managing all system

resources except for block 0 read/write memory,
which is managed by the LPU. The resources man-

aged by the PPU are block 1 read/write memory, I/O

100 LET Time = Old + N'Delta

Line Number

Line Length (Words)

Result of N'Delta

Result of Old + temp 1

lnternal Form

100

Position of LET | 13

Address of LET Execution

Addie$ ot' Operator

Address of N

Address ot Delta

Address of + Operalol

lddress of Old

\ddress of temp 1

{ddress ol = Operator

qddress ot Time

\ddress ot temp 2

{ddress of End-Ol-Line Execution

Fig, 5. System 45's execution of user programs is interpretive,
but the internal f orm of a program is diff erent f rom that of most
interpreters. Programs are stored as pointers to execution
codes, symbol tables, or scratchpad memory. Shown here is
the internal form for one program line. Each box represents a
two-byte word.

devices, and the LPU. The PPU performs all transfers

of data and programs between the computer and I/O

devices.
The PPU also establishes and controls the keyboard

entry protocol. When the user makes a complete

keyboard record entry the PPU disables the keyboard

only unti l the record has been interpreted, whether or

not execution of the record is complete. This allows

concurrent command execution (see next paragraph).

By waiting unti l the record is interpreted before

enabling the keyboard, the PPU prevents additional

entries before the computer is able to accept them.

The PPU also allows keyboard entries to be made

while a program is being executed. These entries are

referred to as l ive keyboard entries.
Many device-related keyboard commands may be

executed concurrently under control of the PPU.

Concurrent execution does not require any action

from the user, apart from entering the commands
from the keyboard. Concurrent execution automati-

cally results when a command is entered from the

keyboard before the execution of any previously en-

tered commands is complete. Commands that may

execute concurrently are CAT, LIST, INITIALIZE, COPY'

PRINT, PRINT #, READ #, OISE, IMPIiCd USP, RUN, CONT,

STEP, CREATE, MAT PRINT, MAT PRINT #, MAT READ #,
PRINT USING. PURGE. REWIND.

PPU Process Delinit ion
Except  for  PPU in i t ia l izat ion and the process

scheduler (idle loop), all PPU tasks are considered



processes .  Excep t  f o r  t he  use r  p rocess  and  the
keyboard process, which are created during init iali-
zation, all processes are dynamically created and de-
stroyed.

Each process that exists has at least one process
control block [PCB) associated with it. A PCB is a
10-word read/write entity that contains, either di-
rectly or indirectly, all the information necessary for
the PPU to execute the associated process.

A process may be in one of several states during its
existence. The state of the process indicates whether
the process is ready for the PPU to execute it, waiting
for a resource or an event, or complete. If the process
is in the hold state, it is waiting to reach the head of a
queue or waiting for some resource. The state transi-
tions that a process wil l undergo depend upon what
kind of process it is and upon the circumstances of its
execution.

A process wil l not be executed by the PPU unless it
is at the head of a queue. One queue exists for each
active peripheral address (7-1,2). Queues also existfor
the optional built- in thermal printer, graphics, and
other internal peripherals. There are also some sys-
tem queues. Processes are queued, executed, and de-
queued on a first-in-first-out basis. This ensures that
I/O operations on a particular device that are gener-
ated during program line execution wil l be executed
in the order that the program lines are executed by the
LPU.

A device buffer is associated with each queue and is
used by the process at the head of the queue. The
buffer's primary use is for the transfer of data to/from
the I/O device, but it also provides temporary storage
for data internal to the process (pointers, etc.).

The process scheduler is the PPU idle loop. When
there are no processes that require the PPU, the PPU
executes only the process scheduler. In general, de-
vice transfers are carried out under interrupt control
so that the interrupt service routine is the process
executor.

The user process is the PPU executive. It is created
during PPU init ialization and always exists as an
active process. All other PPU processes, except the
keyboard process, are l inked to it as descendant pro-
C E S S E S ,

During program execution, all program statements
executed requiring an I/O operation result in a mes-
sage from the LPU to the PPU, so the PPU will execute
the I/O operation.

When the nuN process receives one of these mes-
sages, it creates a process as a descendant and puts it
on the bottom of the specified queue. It then resets the
LPU-Io-PPU communication flag to acknowledge re-
ceipt of the message. When this occurs, the LPU may
continue program execution and possibly send more
I/O operations to the PPU for execution. This is called

overlapped mode, since execution of several I/O pro-
cesses and program execution can overlap. In general,
this provides greater execution speed, since several
parts of program execution can occur simultaneously.

When the computer is not in the overlapped mode,
it is in the serial mode. In serial mode, the execution
of each statement of the program is completed by both
the LPU and the PPU before execution of the next
statement is begun. When the computer is init ialized
at power-on or by the scRATCHA command, it is put in
the serial mode. Whenever the computer is in serial
mode, the user can change the mode to overlapped
mode by executing the OvBRlap statement. Con-
versely, the mode of I/O statement execution can be
changed from overlapped to serial by causing the
SERIAL statement to be executed.

The LPU keeps track of the current execution mode,
either serial or overlapped. When I/O statements are
executed, this mode is examined. If i t is ovERLAp, the
LPU proceeds to the next program line. If the mode is
SERIAL, the LPU waits for a message from the PPU that
the I/O operation is complete, and then proceeds to
the next l ine.
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System 45 Hardware Design
by John C. Keith, Louis T. Schulte, and Ansel K. Vogen

,T, HE KEY CONCEPT underlying the development
I of the System 45 hardware was to provide in one

attractive and convenient package all the normal per-
formance features that would be required to solve a
typical problem. To achieve the same functional ca-
pabil ity with previous-generation desktop computers
would have required three separate instruments in
addition to the computer: a CRT display terminal, an
external tape memory or mass storage device, and a
stand-alone printer. With all these features in an inte-
grated physical  package,  the f i rmware can inte-
grate them into a total system having capabil it ies that
would be diff icult if not impdssible to achieve with
separate instruments.

Hardware Organization
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the hardware organiza-

tion of System 45. The basic architecture is similar to
that of previous 9800 Series Desktop Computers with

the notable exception that System 45 has two proces-
sors. One processor is called the language processor
unit (LPU). Its main responsibil i ty is the execution of
the user's BASlC-language program, which is stored
in read/write memory. The second processor is called
the peripheral processing unit (PPU). As its name
implies, it is responsible for managing the internal
and external peripherals. This processor also does all
of the formatting of data transferred during I/O opera-
tions and is the master controller of the whole system,
with the LPU counted among the resources that the
PPU can call upon to complete a given task.

The processors used in System 45 are similar to the
one used in the HP 9825,A,,1'2but the LSI chips have
been slightly redesigned to include some new fea-
tures. The most significant change was to increase the
addressing range f rom 64K bytes to 12BK bytes
( 3 2 , 7 6 8  w o r d s  t o  6 5 , 5 3 6  w o r d s ) .  T h i s  w a s  a c -
complished by increasing the length of all the regis-
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ters associated with memory addressing (program
counter, stack pointer, and so on) from 15 bits to 16
bits. This feature came at the expense of eliminating
multilevel indirect memory cycles. Previously during
an indirect memory cycle, tS bits of a referenced
memory location would be used to address the next
location in memory while the 16th bit would be used
to indicate whether the contents of that new location
should be used as an operand or whether they should
be used again as an address. This sequence could be
carried on indefinitely until the 16th bit of one loca-
tion indicated that the next memory cycle would ac-
cess the desired final operand. With the new proces-
sor, all 16 bits are required to address a single memory
location so there is no indicator available to tell the
processor whether the next memory location is the
final operand or another address. Thus the processor
is forced to accept the first memory fetch of an indi-
rect cycle as the final operand. This was not a great
loss, because multilevel indirect cycles are rarely
used, and in cases where they might be used, there are
usually other techniques available to access the de-
sired memory locations.

Another feature that was implemented on the re-
vised binary processor chip (BPC) is a two-phase
clock generator circuit that has enough capacity to
meet the clock requirements of all three NMOS LSI
chips in the processor. This circuit requires only a
single-phase clock input at twice the desired fre-

Fig. 1. System 45 architecture is
similar to that of previous Series
9800 Desktop Computers except
that System 45 has two micro-
processors, the language proces-
sor unit (LPU) and the peripheral
processlng unit (PPU). The PPU is
the master controller o/ fhe sys-
rcm.

quency and produces the two-phase, non-
overlapping, high-voltage clock signals. Integrating
this circuit on the BPC chip eliminated a large
number of components that otherwise would have
been necessary.

Memory Organization and Components
System 45 has 2 56K bytes of memory. This memory

is partitioned into four blocks of 0+K bytes each, as
shown in Fig. 2.

Block 0 memory is exclusively reserved for read/
write memory. This is the memory in which BASIC-
language programs and data arrays are stored. The
basic machine comes with 16K bytes. Approximately
3K bytes of this memory are used by the system and
are not available to the user. This block can be ex-
panded to a full 64K bytes by adding memory options.
4K dynamic NMOS RAMs* are used forthis memory.

Block 1 memory is used primarily for the operating
ROM needed to program the PPU, which consists of
40K bytes. There are also 8K bytes of read/write mem-
ory in this block that are used for I/O buffers and by the
CRT for the alphanumeric display buffer. The re-
mainder of the space in block 1 is reserved for option
ROMs, primarily those associated with I/O opera-
tions.

Block 2 memory is reserved for future option
ROMs, and in particular, those options more closely
* RAM=Random-access memory (read/write memory).
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associated with expansion of the BASIC language.
Block 3 memory contains all the ROM for interpret-

ing and executing a BASlC-language program. This
requires 58K bytes of ROM. The remainder of block g
can also be used for option ROMs.

The ROMs used in System 45 are similar to the
16K-bit ROM used in the HP 982SA, but they have a
new feature. The new ROM is completely self-
contained. It does not require an external switching
network to supply power to the memory array when it
is being addressed. The elimination of these external
components was a significant contribution towards
implementing the large amount of ROM required. In
addition, a thin-film hybrid circuit was designed to
accept up to eight ROM chips, further reducing the
space requirements for this memory.

Memory Address Extension
Modifying the processors to address twice as much

memory, or 128K bytes, as explained above, was not
sufficient to meet the system's needs, since System 4b
can have up to 256K bytes of memory. Therefore,
an additional circuit, the memory address extension
(MAE) circuit, was developed to further extend the
addressing range. The design objectives for this cir-
cuit, besides extending the addressing range, were to
minimize the amount of hardware required, not to let
that hardware limit the system speed, and to make
operation easy and convenient for the system pro-
grammers. The circuit that finally evolved provides a
good balance between the last two objectives, which
are, of course, incompatible.

The scheme is to divide the 128K-byte address
space provided by the processor into two blocks of
memory, each containing 64K bytes, as shown in Fig.
3. The lower block, which is called the home block, is
always accessed when the most significant bit (MSB)
of the program counter, or any other register used to
specify a memory location, is a zero. When the MSB is

Fig. 2. Sysfem 45's 256K bytes of memory are partitioned into
four blocks of 64K bytes each.

Fig, 3. System 45's modified microprocessors can address
1 28K bytes of memory. Since there are 2S6K bytes, a memory
address extensron scheme was devised. When the most slg-
nificant bit (MSB) of the memory address is a zero, the home
block is accessed. When the MSB ls a one, the working block
ls accessed. The working block, which can be any of System
45'sfour blocks, is specified by a two-bit registeraccesslble to
the system programmers.

a one, then the upper block, which is called the work-
ing block, is selected. But System 45 actually has four
64K-byte blocks, and any of these can be used as the
upper working block. (The working block can be the
same as the home block, although there is no practical
use for this configuration.) When the MSB is a one,
the contents of a two-bit register determines which
one of the four blocks will actually be used. The
system programmer knows in advance what working
block to use and simply stores the appropriate binary
code in the two-bit register.

There are actual ly three di f ferent addressing
modes: instruction fetches, DMA cycles, and indirect
data memory references. Each has a slightly different
home/working block convent ion and associated
two-bit register to select the correct working block.
The MAE hardware distinguishes between these dif-
ferent modes by decoding all of the various types of
memory cycles that can be initiated by the processor.

Memory Address Extension is used only for the
language processor unit [LPU). The functions of both
processors and the resulting microcode were care-
fully partitioned so the peripheral processing unit
(PPU) requires access to only two blocks of memory.
Therefore, modifying the processors to double their
addressing range was sufficient for the PPU.

Dual-Port Memory Control
The two processors communicate with each other

through two blocks of memory that can be accessed by
both  processors .  Th is  requ i res  a  g rea t  dea l  o f

Current Upper Block
ls Selected by

Contents of Internal Registel

ffiffiffi
177777

0777778

Home Block:
Lower Block

Of 32K Addresses
(64K Bytes)

Processor's
128K-Byte
Address
Space

Working Block
Upper Blockof
32K Addresses

(64K Bytes)

1000008

Block
3

Block
2

Block
1

Block
0
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System 45 Product Design
by Ray J. Cozzens

Exhaust Exhausl Fan

Filtered Air In iltered Air In

Fig. 1. DualJan parallel cooling scheme contributes to Sys-
tem 45's high degree of integration, as weil as to reliability.

System 45's high degree of integration is made possible to a
large extent by contr ibutions made in the area of product de-
sign. One of these is a novel dual-fan paral lel cool ing system,
which also makes a major contr ibution to rel iabi l i ty (see Fig. 1).
Cool air is pul led in through two f i l tered air ports beneath the
keyboard .  Th is  coo l  a i r  f i r s t  comes in to  contac t  w i th  the
keyboard logic, the tape transport drive electronics, the tape
drive motors, and the RON/ drawers. At this point the air sepa-
rates into three nearly equal f low paths. One path is over the
read/write memory, the dual-port memory control,  and the CRT
control logic board. A central air stream is directed across the
thermal print head and paper drive motor and through the
computer power supply. The third air path is over the printer

drive electronics, the memory address extension board, and the
system processors. The three air paths then converge and exit
via two exhaust fans in the rear. This scheme helped decrease
some component temperatures up to 40"C. A common rule of
thumb for electr ic components is that the rel iabi l i ty doubles for
each 10"C decrease in component temperature, so many Sys-
tem 45 components may be enjoying up to 16 t imes the rel iabi l-
i ty of previously considered alternatives. This air f low scheme
also plays a key role in al lowing the computer to operate in
ambient temperatures of 5"C to 40'C.

The CRT cabinet is convectively cooled. To make this possi-
ble, the power transistors, representing roughly one{hird the
CRT power dissipation, are mounted on the external surface of a
large f inned die-cast aluminum back panel. Also, the CRT con-
trol logic board rs not in the CRT cabinet; i t  is housed in the
mainframe and is cooled by forced air.  This not only moves
power out of the CRT cabinet but also al lows wide spacing of the
remaining assemblies, el iminating the need for a costly, space
consuming, and electr ical ly noisy fan.

Serviceability
For a complex computer, System 45 is very serviceable. Trials

have confirmed that a service person can abtain access to any
of 90% of the assemblies in less than 1O minutes. This is made
possible by the judicious use of structural foam plastic case
parts and the modular design of several major assemblies, such
as the power supply, the keyboard/tape units, the ROM draw-
ers, and the printeriplotter (see Fig. 2).

Serviceabil i ty is further enhanced by system test f i rmware
stored in a special ROM. The ROM was developed not only to
aid service engineers in troubleshooting and system checkout,
but also to be used on the production l ines as the newly assem-
bled computer goes through a series of pre-shipment check-
OUTS.

The computer can be serviced while i t  is ful ly operational. A
set of brackets and extenders was developed to allow access

Fig. 2. Modular design provides
access to any of 90% of the as-
semb/ies in ten minutes.
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Fig. 3. Uslng a specially developed set of brackets and ex-
te n d ers, th e com puter can be serv r ce d w hi I e f u I ly operati on al.

to nearly al l  of the subassemblies while stepping through
a troubleshooting tree or a series of tests from the test ROM
(see Fig. 3).

Al l  of the ROM in the computer ls customer accessible (see
Fig. 2). Option ROMs are f ield instal lable. Further, i f  there is ever
a need to change a ROM pack, the customer can perform this
simple operation in just a few minutes, el iminating the t ime and
expense associated with a service cal l .

The desktop computer is made portable by removing the
CRT. Only one simple motion is needed to unlatch and l i f t  the
CRT off the maintrame, disconnecting i t  both mechanical ly and
electr ical ly in a safe and rel iable manner. Hard and soft carrying

cases for the mainframe and the CRT have been desioned for
air or surface transportat ion of the computer.

Convenience Features
Consistent with the concept of a lr iendly interactive computer,

several user convenience features were incorporated. Just be-
neath the CRT are three user "help" cards (with room to add
others i f  the need arises). These cards include a briel descrip-
t ion of system and language program errors, a short set ol
system operatang instruct ions, such as how to remove and
clean the air f i l ters, and a quick-reference set of program state-
ments, The reels in the tape cartr idges are visible to the user,
who can see whether the reels are rotat ing, which way they are
going, and how much tape is left  on either reel,  The tape units
are oriented to maximize cool ing of the motor and tape and to
minimize the chances of dirt  fal l ing onto the magnetic read/
write head.

Environmental Considerations
In the normal operating mode the computer is extremely quiet

for i ts size and capabil i ty. l ts operating noise is only 46 dBA
(barely a whisper). While print ing normal text the noise level
increases only to 55 dBA.

The system is also rugged. After exposure to the 30-g pack-
age drop test i t  continues to operate.

Safety and low electromagnetic interference (EMl) were
primary design objectives. Safety reviews and EMI measure-
ments were conducted at each development phase. Design
changes al l  along have been implemented to comply with the
major regulatory agencies, including UL, and regulatory agen-
cies in Eurooe. such as VDE,

hardware coordination, which is provided by the
dual-port memory control (DPMC). The DPMC is ba-
sically a double-pole, double-throw switch (Fig. +).
One side of the DPMC interfaces to the two indepen-
dent memory buses from the processors and the other
side to two memory buses from independent memory
blocks. The DPMC can suppofi simultaneous memory
cycles from both processors as long as each is com-
municating with a different block. As soon as both
processors must communicate with the same block of
memory the DPMC switches at a 50% duty cycle,
allowing both processors to access memory, but at a
reduced speed. The locations of the firmware routines
in memory were selected to reduce the need for this
mode of operation to a very low percentage of the
t ime.

The DPNIC expects to see memory timing signals
from each processor during a particular t ime relative
to the internal TTL clock signal that is derived from
one phase of the PPU's two-phase clock. However,
each processor has its own clock generator, which
divides the master oscil lator frequency by two, down
to the final operating frequency. Thus it is possible for
the LPU clock to be out of phase relative to the final
operating frequency by one-half clock time at power
on. A circuit (Fig. 5) on the processor board senses
this i l legal turn-on condition and corrects it before
any memory accesses occur. The nNn gate G1 detects

when f, of one processor is true while @, of the
other processor is true (out-of-phase conditionl. This
output sets the D fl ip-flop during its next clock time
and holds the clock input to one processor steady
until the other processor has changed states. The aNn
gate then detects the in-phase condition and the fl ip-
flop is reset, allowing the held-off processor to be
clocked again but now in phase with the other proces-
sor. NoR gate G2 equalizes the delay paths from the
master oscil lator to the final clock outDuts.

LPU
Memory

Bus

Fig.4. Dual-port memory control (DPMC) coordinates mem-
ory accesses by the two processors. When the LPU and the
PPU must communicate with the same block of memorv the
DPMC switches between them at a 50"/" dutv cycle.
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High'Resolution CRT Display
Dual raster scan circuitry was developed for the

CRT display so the size and aspect ratio of the display
information could be optimized for both the al-
phanumeric and graphic requirements. In the aI-
phanumeric mode, the important requirements were
the character size, the character font, and the ability to
display 24 l ines of 80 characters. A 7 x g character font
(in a 9x15 matrix) was selected to give aesthetically
pleasing characters for the ASCII set and the language
options. A raster of zZO dots by 375 scans (Fig. 6)
produces 25 l ines of 80 characters each.

For graphics applications this taster was not ideal.
In the graphics mode, the important requirements
were to maximize the resolution in both dimensions,
to be able to dump the plots directly on the internal
printer (560 dots per l ine resolution), to stay within
16K words of refresh memory, and to maintain the
same character quality as in the alphanumeric mode.
A raster of sOo dots by 455 scans (Fig. 6) was chosen.

Development of a horizontal sweep circuit that
could produce a linear display at two sweep frequen-
cies, 23.4 kHz and 28.7 kHz, was essential to the dual
raster scan concept. Most horizontal sweep circuits
correct for nonlinearities with passive components.
The horizontal sweep circuit in the System 45 display
uses active linearity correction. Active linearity cor-
rection allows the use of two different horizontal fre-
quencies for the alphanumeric and graphics rasters
because the correction is frequency independent,

Fig. 7 shows the major blocks in the horizontal
sweep circuit. Fig. 8 shows the yoke current and cor-
rection voltage waveforms in relation to the horizon-
tal sync pulses,

The heart of the active correction circuit is the hori-
zontal reference waveform generator, which supplies
an ideal  waveform to which the actual  current
waveform can be compared. The waveform of the

Master Oscillator
12 MHz

Fig. 5. Since each processor has its own clock generator it is
possib/e for the LPU clock to be out of the proper phase by
one-half clock time when power is turned on. This circuit
senses lhls illegal condition and corrects it.

Fig,6. Dual raster scan circuitry was developed for the CRT
display so the size and aspect ratio of the displayed informa-
tion could be optimized f or both alphanumerics and graphics.

actual yoke current is supplied by a current-sensing
transformer in series with the horizontal yoke. This
signal is compared with the reference waveform and
the difference is amplified by the error amplifier. Dur-
ing the display portion of a sweep cycle, the power
amplifier uses this error signal to put out a correction
voltage to correct the yoke current. The automatic
level controller regulates the amplitude of the refer-
ence waveform by adjusting the input level to the
horizontal reference waveform generator. This com-
pensates for  component  dr i f t  and reduces the
dynamic range required in the correction circuit.

During the retrace portion of a sweep cycle, the
error input to the power amplifier is disabled by the
FET switch driver, which simultaneously closes a
feedback path from the error amplifier to the horizon-
tal reference waveform generator. Thus the power
amplifier is not driven into saturation by a large error
signal, and the integrator is reset because the refer-
ence waveform is corrected to match the sensed yoke
waveform.

The 21-MHz display clock rate made it necessary to
design a high-speed video circuit to assure uniform
brightness for both single dots and horizontal l ines.
Slow video-circuit rise and fall t imes would have
caused dots to appear dimmer than lines. The video
driver (Fig. 9) is basically an inverting level shifter
that provides the large (20-30V p-pJ voltage swings
required at the cathode of the CRT to turn the beam on
and off. The voltage (-V) can be adjusted by the user
to vary the brightness from about 10 to about 30 foot-
lamberts. Video data comes from the alphanumeric
and optional graphics display sections to the V1 and
V2 data inputs. Capacitors C1 and C2 provide feed-
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Fig. 7. System 45 horizontd sweep ctrcuit uses actiye linearity correctton. The scheme rs
frequency independent, thus allowing lhe use of two different hortzontal frequencres for the
alphanu meric and graphrcs raslers. The actual yoke current is compared with an ideal wavef orm

to generate a correction signal.

forward to the output stage. Transistors Qz and Q3
provide dc drive for long on or off periods. Inductor
L1 provides approximately  7o/s overshoot  in  the
cathode voltage, helping compensate for the finite
r i se  t ime  ( -2Ons ) .

Alphanumeric Display Architecture
The alphanumeric portion of the System 45 display

is designed as an integral part ofthe system to achieve
high performance at a low cost. The refresh memory
for this display is located in the memory block for the
mainframe peripheral processor. The data is accessed
by the display using a technique called memory cycle
stealing. This technique uses a feature of the proces-
sor that allows external devices to stop the processor
and use its memory bus. Therefore, a simple control-
ler in the display system can be used to fetch the data
on a regular basis. Since none ofthe internal registers
of the processor is disturbed during this process, the
processor resumes operation where it left off im-
mediately after the display memory cycle is com-
pleted. The only effect is a slight reduction in the
average processing speed.  The reduct ion in  process-
ing speed is dependent on the amount of data being
displayed and averages less than 5/s.

The major advantage of this architecture is that the
processing of data for the display refresh memory is
handled by one of  the h igh-speed processors a l ready
available in the mainframe. The advantages to the
user are h igh-speed l is t ing,  scro l l ing,  and edi t ing

capabil ity. Additional advantages include a lower
overall memory cost, a simplif ied controller in the
display system, and a display format that is controlled
completely by the peripheral processor software. The
design has the flexibil i ty to accept future ROMs to
tailor the display format for specific applications.

The alphanumeric display block diagram is shown
in Fig. 1.O. A 32x 16-bit PROM state machine control-
ler generates the memory cycles to fetch the data and
format it to be stored in an B0-character l ine buffer.
Two line buffers are available. One is being loaded
while the other is being displayed. The addition of the

- 1
HS1

0

3
Yoke

Current
(Amperes)

Retrace (Reset)

Display (Sweep)

FszlnE
v -

Correction
Voltage
(Volts)

\l
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i t  possible to store several pages of data in the display
refresh area of memory, on the average, and again
greatly reduces the number of memory cycles needed
per page.  For  example,  approximately  73O 20-
character program lines, or over six pages, can be
stored in the refresh memory. Scroll ing speed is in-
creased because additional processor time is not
needed to l ist the remaining pages stored in the re-
fresh buffer. Displaying data from non-consecutive
memory addresses is done by using the new word
address (Nwa) command. The Nwa command directs
the display hardware to interpret the next word in
memory as an address instead of data. The sequence
of data to be displayed continues at the new address.
This feature was important to allow the display to be
divided into two sections, the printed section and the
interactive section (see article, page 2), Several com-
mands available to the user make it possible to use
the highlighting features, to shift to an optional
character set, and to shift to the optional graphics
raster.

Graphics Display Architecture
The heart of the System 45 graphics display is a

bit-per-element image memory implemented with
16K RAMs (Fig.  11J.  I t  is  organized into 16,384 16-bi t
words. Each dot of the 560-dot-wide-by-a55-dot-high
graphics raster is represented by one of the memory
bits. A graphics cursor is also provided and is inde-
pendent of the image memory. Intensification of the
cursor makes it easily distinguishable from the image.
A TTL controller in the graphics hardware manages
the cursor addresses and memory data sent by the
mainframe via the I/O bus.

Vectors (straight l ines) are the basic geometric ele-
ments of the graphics display. All images including

Fig .  10 .  A lphanumer ic
block diagram.

Fig. 9. Hlgh-speed video driver has last rise and fall times,
thereby assulng uniform brightness for both single dots and
horizontd lines in sptte of the 21-MHz drsplay clock rate.

line buffers allows the number of memory cycles and
the memory cycle rate to be greatly reduced so there is
no period of t ime when the display is using the bus
continuously.

Before the data is loaded into a l ine buffer, the data
decoder determines whether it is a character byte or
one of several control bytes. Efficient memory alloca-
tion is obtained by using an end-of-l ine (eol) com-
mand to terminate character l ines. This feature makes
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M{iintrame Graphi,cs Hard'lvare

Fig. 1 1. Graphics display block diagram The rmage memory
has one btt for each of the 560-dot-by-455-line display. lt is
implemented with 16K RAMs.

curves are composed of vectors. vectors are rep-
resented on the CRT by a series of adjacent dots that
collectively give the image of a straight l ine. User
pI-or statements furnish the vector endpoints and
from these the locations of the dots between the end-
points are calculated. The graphics architecture takes
advantage of the mainframe processor to do these
calculations in an efficient, simple dot-address al-
gorithm that produces a rapidly drawn vector. This
simplif ies the graphics hardware by eliminating the
need for a hardware vector generator. The graphics
hardware simply loads individual bits IdotsJ into its
image memory.

The software-hardware data format is optimized to
make the dot address algorithm simple and fast. To
further increase the speed, buffered I/O is'used. The
algorithm fi l ls one buffer with bit addresses while the
graphics hardware is unloading another buffer.

To calculate the addresses of the dots between vec-
tor endpoints the dot address algorithm takes into
account the octant that the vector is in, but the basic
algorithm is the same for all octants. The example of
Fig. 12a is for the first octant, 0" to 45o. The first dot is
p laced at  one of  the endpoints,  Xr ,  Y, .  For  each suc-
cessive dot Xn, Y, the X value always increments by 1.
The Y value may remain unchanged or may incre-
ment  by 1 depending on the s lope,  m,  and the present
error ,  En.  F ig.  12b shows the general  s i tuat ion.  The
last  p laced dot  is  at  A.  The next  dot  wi l l  be at  e i ther  B
or C depending on the value of m-E,. lf m-En>--l/z,Y
is  incremented ( locat ion C) and Er+r :1*Er-m. I f
m-8n< .1 /2 ,  Y  i s  unchanged  ( l oca t i on  B )  and
Er*r :E,-m. The calculat ions for  the example are
i l lust rated in  F ig.  12c.  The a lgor i thm is  rapid because
only addition and subtraction are needed. As each
new X,Y coordinate is generated it is converted into
the corresponding image memory word address and

bit number. After all such data has been sent to the I/O
buffer it is DMA-transferred via the IiO bus and di-
gested by the graphics controller, which loads ones
into the addressed memory bits.

In  addi t ion to handl ing indiv idual  dot  addresses,
the graphics hardware can exchange 16-bit words
between its image memory and the mainframe. This
makes it possible to store or print the graphics image.
Images stored in a mass memory device may later be
rewritten to the graphics image memory to be viewed
on the CRT.
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Fig. 12. Vectors are the bastc elements of the graphrcs dts-
play. A vector ts represented by series of dots on the CRT
screen. Ustng a stmple, tast dol address algorithm, the PPU
calculates the addresses of the dots that make up a vector,
based on user-supplied end potnts. ln thefirstoctant,for each
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System 45
Tape Control System

Fig, 1. System 45 tape control system. The tape control chip
is a new 14,)))1ransistor NMOS design.

Fig, 1 is a block diagram of the control system for System 45's
bui l t- in mini-cartr idge magnetic tape units.

The heart of the tape system is the 14,0oo-transistor NMOS
tape control (TACO) chip (Fig, 2). TACO was designed to inter-
face between the System 45 l/O bus and the tape transport. ln
addit ion to replacing 48 TTL MSI packages and B0 discrete
components, TACO has more features than the original TTL
design. Functional ly, the chip is divided into f ive subsystems:
registers, on-board digital servo, gap detector, ROM, and l /O.
External circuits detect f lux reversals and tach pulses and drive
the motor.

Fig.2. The tape control chip replaces 48 TTL MSI packages
and B0 discrete components, and has more features than the
previous design.

The tape control chip with the external circuits has the fol low-
ing capabil i t ies:

Digital Servo
Simple tape motion commands: fasVslow, forward/reverse,
stop/go
Tape speed of 22 inches per second ( ips)
Tape speed of 90 ips for rewind and search

r Control led accelerat ion and decelerat ion.
Read/Write

r Reads and writes on a 16-word basis
r Delta-distance codingl
r Double buflering of data
r Software control of precompensating bits during writ ing.
r Automatical ly synchronizes to the preamble during each

read
r Continuous tracking of the one/zero threshold
r Calculat ion of checksum during each read and write

r Reads and writes HP's standard interchange format
r  Wr i tes  record ,  f i l e ,  and end-o f -va l id -da ta  gaps  under

software control

Other
r Measures distance on the tape by counting tachometer

pulses
r Counts gaps
r Detects end-of-val id-data gaps
r Interfaces direct ly with the l /O bus
r lnterrupts processor when an instruct ion is completed
. Interrupts processor when data is needed
r 32 dif ferent instruct ions.

The on-chip servo provides motor control for equivalent tape
speeds of 22 ips and 90 ips for read/write and search opera-
t ions, respectively, as well  as a constant accelerat ion (decelera-
t ion) rate of 1200 ips2. The servo state machine keeps track of
tape direct ion and speed and responds dynamical ly to any
sequence of commands from the instruct ion register.

The input frequency (f t)  to the servo is generated by a
1000-l ine optical tachometer2 f ixed to the motor shaft.  A
number  Nt  p ropor t iona l  to  1 / f t  i s  computed by  count ing
system clock pulses between r ising edges of f , .  The dif ference
between N, and an internal reference number N, is the error
provided to the external servo circuitry for motor control.

There are 128 reference numbers (N,) stored in the servo
ROM. These represent tape speeds from 2 ips to 90 ips. A
constant accelerat ion (decelerat ion) is effected by changing
the reference at a rate equivalent to 120 ips2. 128 references
provide good l inearity for a closed-loop servo bandwidth of
250 Hz.

Without addit ional circuitry, the system would suffer oramatrc
open-loop gain degradation during accelerat ion. To i l lustrate,
cons ider  two re fe rence numbers  an  order  o f  magn i tude
different, Nrr:N,o and N,r:.10N,0. Assuming a 10% relat ive
er ror  was  ca lcu la ted  w i th  respec t  to  each o f  these
r e f e r e n c e s ,  t h e  r e s u l t a n t  e r r o r  m a g n i t u d e s  w o u l d  b e
E1:N,6 /10  and Er :N,0 ,  The servo  sys tem compensates
for this undesirable effect, thereby providing a nearly constant
open-loop gain for al l  tape speeds encountered.

Overal l  system performance is well  depicted by the condi-
t ions exist ing during read/write operations. Data is transferred
to and from the Iape at22ips, which corresponds Io t,-622V .
and N,(22 ips):94 Ior a2-MHz system clock. Therefore, speed
errors of 1,1"k are resolved at a sample frequency (f ,)  that
rs nearly two orders of magnitude beyond the 250-Hz servo-
closed-loop bandwidth (77 dB down for a cri t ical ly damped
system). For System 45, a crystal-control led osci l lator provides
the chip reference and affords long-term read/write speed con-
trol within better than 0.01%.

The tape control chip is packaged on a 64-pad square
ceramic substrate 4 cm on a side. The leadless substrate con-
nects to the printed circuit  board through an elastomer gasket. A
custom-designed heat sink is mounted to the back of the sub-
strate with thermal compound to ensure good heat transfer.

Reference
1 D E l\y'orris, C.J Christopher, G W Chance, and D.B. Barney, 'Third ceneration
Programmab e Calculalor Has Computer-Like Capabi it es ', Hewlet,packard Jour
na l ,  June 1976,  page 13 .
2. D l\,4. C fford, F.T Hicken ooper, and A C t\,4ortensen, "l\.4id-Range Catcutator
Dellvers l\,4ore Power at Lower Cost, Hewlett-packard Journal, June '1976.

-Richard Kochis



was responsibile for the industrial design, including
the human factors as seen by the user. Rob Beeson
contributed all of the product design for the CRT
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supply and the modular keyboard. Walt Perdue de-
veloped the tape transport mounting and the ROM
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inventor of the video and horizontal circuits de-
scribed in this article. Fred Porter designed the con-
trol logic circuits for the CRT display. Thanks also to
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Kochis, Bil l Thayer, and |ohn Balza contributed to the
definit ion and development of the TACO chip.O
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Computer-Like Capabil it ies," Hewlett-Packard Journal,
June 1976.
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System 45 Power Supply
System 45 has a switching power supply similar to that of

H e w l e t t - P a c k a r d  2 1 | \ / X  C o m p u t e r s l ,  T h i s  p o w e r  s u p p l y
technology offers both small  size and l ight weight in addit ion to
excel lent eff iciency and very good regulat ion. Voltage regula-
t ion occurs at high voltage and low current, which is inherently
more eff icient than regulat ion at low voltage and high current.
The eff iciency achieved is approximately 70%.The major circuit
modules are: input circuitry, a 20-kHz high-voltage transistor
switching regulator, two dc-to-dc converters, and low-voltage
high-current output circuits.

The output voltages are +SVdc, +7Vdc, *12Vdc, +.1 7Vdc,
and +18vdc .  On ly  the  +SVdc and +12Vdc ou tpu ts  a re  d i rec t l y
regulated. The transformer turns rat ios in the dc-to-dc convert-
ers maintain al l  of the other voltages within +1Vdc of their
nominal values. The power supply del ivers up to 270 watts
continuously or 350 watts peak. Input requirements are 90 to
1 2 6  V a c  o r . 1 9 8  t o  2 5 2 V a c , 4 8 - 6 6  H z .

The power supply consists of f ive printed circuit  boards as-
sembled in a compact cubic configuration (approximately 320
in3) enclosed in a sheet metal enclosure behind the l ine printer
assemoty .
Reference
1 R C Van Brunt A Computer Power System ior Severe Operatrng Condr|ons,
Hewlett Packard Journa october 74 

-Dick B. Barney
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Advanced Thermal Page Printer Has
High-Resolution Graphics Gapability
This optional System 45 built-in peilpheral quietly outputs
program /istings or hard copies of anything on the CRT
display.

by Ray J. Cozzens

C YSTEM 45'S OPTIONAL built- in page-width
rJ thermal printer/plotter is a compact, high-speed,

"smart" peripheral that quietly outputs program list-
ings or hard copies of alphanumeric and graphic data
displayed on the CRT. Consistent with the overall
system integration philosophy, the design objectives
for the printer were not only to integrate the thermal
printer/plotter into the mainframe and balance its
performance with the programming and graphic ca-
pabil it ies inherent in the System +S, but also to en-

hance greatly the capabil it ies available to the user.
Many of the key user enhancements were made
possib le by incorporat ing a dedicated micropro-
cessor. The microprocessor also makes possible a
high degree of optimization in the speed-versus-
power trade off.

Another  contr ibut ion that  makes th is  pr in ter /
plotter a significant advance over its predecessors is
the Hewlett-Packard-developed thin-fi lm process
used in the manufacture of the monolithic printhead
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Fig.1. Exploded view of the printhead olSysfem 45's optional built-in thermal printer.560 print
resistors are selectively energized to darken the thermal paper where information is fo be

recoroeo.
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(see page 25). The printhead had to have not only
the ability to print alphanumeric data, but also a
high-resolution plotting capability to satisfy the need
for a dot-for-dot hard copy of the CRT graphic image.

Design of the Printhead Assembly
The heart of the printer/plotter is the printhead. Fig.

1 shows an exploded view of its basic elements. There
are 560 equally spaced print elements (resistors) on
the monolithic printhead, with a spacing of 0.330 mm
(0.013 in). Printing and plotting are performed by
moving thermal paper in front of the print resistors
while they are selectively energized, causing the
thermal paper to darken, or "burn" where informa-
tion is to be recorded. Fig. 2 shows a sectional view of
the printhead/paper relationship.

Power and burn information for the printhead as-
sembly come through a single cable and a 14-pin
connector onto an interconnecting printed circuit
board. The burn information is carried to the print-

head drive module via compressible connectors, its
destination being a 20-bit shift register with latching
print resistor drivers. Power is carried from the inter-
connecting printed circuit board to the monolithic
printhead by cables wire-bonded to the back of the
printhead. Power is then conducted to the front of the
monolithic printhead and made available to heat the
resistors selected by the driver chips (see Fig. 3).

There are seven printhead driver modules with four
driver chips per module. A thermally stable plastic
spacer frame holds all the compressible connectors in
their proper locations. There are two backing plates,
one for the printhead and one for the driver modules,
for which the material and design were determined
by requirements of beam strength, since all the inter-
connections depend upon pressure contact. These
backing plates are tied together thermally and make
excellent heat sinks, since their thermal capacitance
is quite large. Excess heat is conducted to the finned
heat exchanger below the printhead and is convec-
tively cooled by the forced air stream. This architec-
ture allows a high degree of serviceability. For exam-
ple, if a print resistor should ever burn out, all of the
driver chips can be reused, or on the other hand, if a
driver chip should fail, only one driver module would
have to be replaced.

Speed versus Power
The 560 print resistors are used to form 80 charac-

ters per line in a font five dots wide by seven dots
high. Two dots between each character are not used in
the alphanumeric mode, but are used in the graphics
mode to form continuous plots. The basic 5 x 7 matrix
is contained in a field of ZxtZ dots (see Fig. a). This
allows room for ascenders, accent marks, descenders.
and underlines.

Fig. 3. Twenty-eight 2)-resistor
driver chips receive burn informa-
tion from the printer's internal mi-
croprocessor and energize the
printhead res/sfors.

6;;-l
Resistors

to Develop
Thermal

Paper

Vp ls the Voltage Used to Orive the Print Resistors
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Fig, 4, Characters are formed in a baslc 5x7 -dot matrix con-
tained in a field of 7 x12-dots. Two columns of dots between
each character are not used in the alphanumeric mode, but
are used in the graphics mode to form continuous plots.

Close examination of a typical listing reveals that

there are surprisingly few printed dots per row. Fig. 5
shows the results of such a study. It was found that
88% of the rows of a typical l isting have 50 dots or
fewer, and that typically a row will require only 22
dots to be printed. This information was used to op-
timize the trade-off between print speed and print
power.

It was decided notto allowburning of all 560 dots at
one time, since the peak power requirements would
be excessive for an integral peripheral. Instead, only
56 dots may be burned at one time. This means that a
solid row requires ten burn sequences, This provides
a huge savings in peak power demand, with only a
small sacrifice in print speed, since typically over
90% of the rows have 56 dots or fewer. Very few rows
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Sum of I Programs
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x=Number ot Dols Per Rovy (For 12980 Rows Of Data)

Fig. 5 Resu/ts of a study of the number of dots per row in a
typical listing shows that 88% of the rows have 50 dots or
f ewer . To reduce peak power demand, the printer is designed
to burn at most 56 dots at a time. Thus a complete 560-dot line
takes ten burn seouences.
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Exaggerated Wavetorms Indicating
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Fig. 6. Print resistor power is controlled to heat the reslsfor
rapidly without exceeding a reliable burn temperature. Tem-
perature is maintained by pulse modulating the resistor power.

require more than two burn sequences.
To implement this "variable pass" architecture, as

it is called, the zo-bit shift register with latching
driver chip was developed. The design allows ran-
dom access to any of the 560 print resistors, up to 56
resistors per print sequence. Time is saved by loading
the data for the next burn sequence into the shift
registers while the current information in the latches
is being pr inted.

Reliability of the thin-film print resistors is a func-
tion of the printing temperature, especially above
400"C. Therefore, an electrical analog circuit was de-
signed that simulates accurately the thermal response
of a thin-fi lm resistor during a print sequence. Used in
a control system, this circuit allows the resistor to
heat up rapidly without exceeding a reliable burn
temperature, then maintains the appropriate burn
temperature through the remainder of the print se-
quence by pulse modulating the power to the print
resistor (see Fig, 6J. Also to enhance reliabil i ty, a
printhead failure protection circuit senses several ad-
verse conditions that might cause print resistor or
driver chip failure and takes appropriate action to
prevent damage to these components.

Microprocessor Control
The printer's intell igence resides in the hardware

and firmware surrounding the microprocessor. The
firmware in one HP 16K-bit program ROM provides

many of the printer's features. Another HP 16K-bit
character ROM provides 128 ASCII characters and

control codes. This ROM can be changed to provide

foreign language character sets, including German,
French, Spanish, and Katakana. 256 bytes ofRAM are
used as a buffer to store the next line of characters to

be printed and as a buffer for user-defined characters
and user-defined character strings used in the charac-
ter replace feature.
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New Printhead Technology
Developed for System 45

by Eugene R. Zeller

Design objectives for the System 45 printer required a page-
width printhead that had uniformly spaced resistors along i ts
length and was capable of a high print rate with excel lent print
quai lry.

To real ize the page-width objective, several alternatives were
cons idered,  inc lud ing  a  scann ing  pr in thead mechan ism,  a
stat ionary printhead consisttng of several smaller printhead
segments joined end to end, and a single monoli thic printhead
that would span the entire page width. The single monoli thic
pranthead approach was chosen because i t  is mechanical ly
superior to the other two alternatives. The monoli thic head has
no moving parts, el iminating elaborate mechanisms. Further-
more, the monoli thic head is very easi ly assembled into the f inal
product. The segmented printhead approach, which also el imi-
nates a complex mechanism, has the undesirable requirement
of matching segments for similar resistance values, necessary
for uniform print qual i ty across the printed page, and the re-
quirement of precise mechanical al ignment of these printhead
segments. The monoli thic printhead approach also increases
the serviceabil i ty of the printhead assembly by el iminating del i-
cate al ignment and adjustment procedures.

A second product objective, uniformly spaced resistors
across the entire printhead, was establ ished by the need to
provide hard-copy graphics output. In previous thermal printer
designs, a character graphics capabil i ty was provided. Charac-
ter graphtcs means that l ine segments can be formed by a
combination of dots contained in a 5x7 or 7x9 character dot
matrix. The l imitat ion with character graphics is that there are
gaps between characters, typical ly equal to the physical space
of two print resistors or printed dots. The two-dot gap in previous
printhead designs was used for the return current path. As Fig 1
shows, the common conductor attachment is routed between
the groups of f ive print resistors that provide the 5 x 7 dot charac-
ter matrix. The 98454 graphics could not tolerate these two_dot
gaps every f i f th dot, so the printhead had to provide a contlnu-

Fig. 1. ln previous printheads used only for alphanumerrc
printing there are spaces between groups of print resistors
that correspond to the two-dot space between characters.
fhese spaces were used for the return path for lhe resistor
current.

Fig.2. Sysfem 45's printhead has no gaps between resistors,
so tt can print conttnuous rows ol dots.

ous row of uniformly spaced dots (see Fig 2)
The obvious problem that arises is how to make electr ical

contact to the common side of the resistor dots, since the space
between dots is not large enough for a conductor. To further
complicate the situation, the product objectives stated that the
lasl l ine printed had to be visible to the user without advancing
the platen beyond the next l ine to be printed. This prectudes
designing the printhead with a wide electr ical bus paral lel to the
row of resistor dots. The wide bus would be needed to minimize
the series resistance between the power supply and the resis-
tors being energized. The nominal print resistor resistance is
'100O and at most 56 resistors can be energized simultaneously,
so the equivalent load resistance could be as low as 1.78e.
Therefore the equivalent series resistance must be considera-
bly less than 1.78O so that the print qual i ty remains constanl
independent of the number of dots simultaneously energized.
Superior print qual i ty demands thoroughly developed dots,
which implies uniform dot{o-dot energy density.

These objectives and constrarnts cal led for an innovative
solut ion. The approach chosen was to make electr ical contact to
the back of the printhead substrate. The common bus is depo-
sited mostly on the side opposite the row of resistors in a three-
sided deposit ion The power supply is connected to the back of
the substrate. The current proceeds from the power supply
contact, up along the metal l ized back, over the top of the sub-
strate and into the resistors, as shown in Fig. 3.

The three-sided deposit ion technique had to be developed
for this product. In thln-f i lm deposit ion, the fewer vacuum
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Continuous Row of Resistors

Currenl Path

Back Side Conductor

Fig.3, Current path in the System 45 printhead is from the
back of the printhead over the edge.

pumpdowns that are required, the less expensive the part.  The
approach used here is to fabricate the printhead to the point
where individual resistors are formed, The printhead is then
placed into the vacuum chamber. Control l ing the deposit ion
chamber gas pressure, the deposit ion target power, and the
targefto-substrate distances causes the conductor f i lm to be
deposited onto three surfaces simultaneously. Thus, the objec-
t ives of the last l ine's being visible and uniformly spaced dots
are achieved.

The ob jec t ive  o f  h igh  speed made th in - f i lm techno logy
necessary. Thin-f i lm resistors have a low thermal mass com-
pared to thick-f i lm techniques and are therefore inherently fast-
er. Thin-f i lm technology also provides extremely uniform resis-
tors, which are required for uniform print qual i ty.

Wear Layer

Gold
Nickel
Aluminum
Resistor
Fi lm
Glaze
Aluminum

Fig. 4. Cross-section of the thinJilm Systern 45 printhead.

The serviceabil i ty ob.lect ive, which led to placing the driver
chips onto a separate chip module that is electr ical ly connected
to the printhead via compressible connectors, required that the
printhead and chip modules contain a metal that would provide
a rel iable pressure contact. This metal had to be metal lurgical ly
compatible with the f i lms already present on the printhead.
Since the printhead conductor f i lms consisted of aluminum and
the metal chosen for the pressure connection was gold, some
form of interface layer was required to separate these two films,
which have metal lurgical dif f icult ies. Nickel was selected; i t  is
deposited along with the init ial  resistor conductor f i lms. The
printhead f i lm cross-section is shown in Fig. 4.
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The user-defined character feature allows the user
to define up to nine characters at a time with any dot
pattern in a 7 x 8 matrix. The character replace feature
allows the user to replace a given character with a
string of characters that may include executable con-
trol characters.

The user can select the spacing between lines of
print to alter the trade-offs among legibil i ty, print
speed, and paper use. A top-of-form switch just above
the keyboard allows the user to space to the top of the
next form. There are two highlighting features, un-
derline and tso% high characters. There are also
ha rdware  tabb ing  fea tu res  i n  add i t i on  t o  t he
keyboard-initiated software tabbing features to assist
in formatted data output. The top margin is also
selectable.

An optical out-of-paper sensor causes a flag to be
sent to the mainframe peripheral processing unit,
halting data transmission unti l paper is added. Many
other internal functions are controlled by the micro-
processor, such as optimizing the timing between
print burns and paper advance to maximize speed
and minimize peak power,

Motor Drive
The motor drive circuitry uses a ministep drive

concept that assures sufficient stepping torque and
acceptable stepping time, while at the same time
minimizing audible noise caused by high accelera-
tions while advancing the paper.

The ministep drive breaks each 1.Bo step of the step
motor into eight smaller steps (0.225") for 1600 steps
per revolution. The microprocessor controls the step-
ping commands as necessary to accelerate, maintain
speed,  or  s top,

A block diagram of the ministep drive is shown in
Fig. 7.In a normal "one phase on" step motor drive
the current would be switched in an A, B, A-, E, A
sequence. In the ministep drive the cuuent in the A
wirrding is slowly stepped down while the current in
the B winding is slowly stepped up. The current is
modulated at each current step by the modulation
circuit. Electrically, the windings are at right angles
to each other, so the torque is related to the square root
of the sum of the squares of the A and B currents.
Therefore, the current steps are discrete approxima-
tion to sine and cosine curves, as shown in Fig. B. The
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Fig. 8. A and B step-motor current waveforms are discrete
approximations lo slne wayes.

Fig. 7. Ministep paper-advance
motor drive system mintmizes au-
dible noise. Under mrcroproces-
sor control ,  the drive syslern
breaks each step-motor step into
eight smaller steps, and slowly
sleps down the A-phase current
while it steps up the B-phase cur-
rent.

sine and cosine curves correspond to the reference
voltages output from the sinusoidal digital-to-analog
converter to the current modulation circuit, as shown
in Fig.  7.

The control algorithm for stepping between rows of
printed dots is stored in ROM and appropriate step
commands are given by the microprocessor at the
proper times in the step. Fig. 9 shows a typical al-
gorithm for taking a single step (eight ministeps). The
sequence is as follows.
a. Four ministeps are given quickly to accelerate the
rotor to the desired speed.
b. The angular velocity is maintained by successive
ministeps.
c. The rotor catches up to the field position.
d. The rotor overshoots the field position and decel-
erates because of "spring coupling" to the field.
e. When the rotor reaches zero velocity it is locked in
position with the final ministep.

One feature of the ministep drive is its abil ity to go
to a low-power mode when not used and to reset to
full step position by resetting the lower three bits of
the 32-state counter.

Paper Options
A black option of the thermal paper is available in

two widths and is perforated to provide U.S. standard
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Fig. 9. A typical microprocessor-controlled algorithm for tak-
ing a single step (eight mtnisteps).

8lzx77-in sheets or metric standard 27x29.7-crn
sheets. The more economical blue paper option is
available in the two widths but is not perforated. The
printout is in a maximum field size of 18.5 cm and is
formatted on the page to allow a 2-cm margin on the
left side for hole punching.
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|NTEBNALcALcuLATtoNBANGE:  1o-  to  to  511.0  1o  511 b1o5 l1

SYSTEM 45 FEAD/WRITE MEMOFY
STANDAAD: 13 498 byles
OPT. 201 29 Aa2 b/€s
OPT 2d3:62 650 bytes.

The s tandafd  read/wr i te  memory  con la ins  16  384 by les ,  13  498

d rectly available lo the ussr
TAPE CABTRIOGE

CAPACITY: 217K bles.
ACCESS: Onedory, lile-by-name
SEAFCH SPEEO (bidleclional) 2 286 mm/s (90 In/s)
AVERAGE TFANSFEB RATE: 1 40 bylesrs.
CAFTFTDGE StzE 63 5  I  82 .5  !  12  7  mm (2 .5  {  3 .2s  I  0 .5  in ) .

CRT Specitications
GE{EBAL

SCBEEN SIZE 261 !  193 mm (10 .3  !  7 .6  in ) .
3 lGmm (12.2- in )  d  agona l

SCBEEN BFIGHTNESS: manually adluslable tom l2'30 n bmbods
REFBESH FATE: 60 Hz (independenl ol line lfequency).
TUBE PHOSPHOF P31

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Mod€l 9845A Computel

ALPHANUMERIC MOOE
SCREEN CAPACITY: 24 lines ! a0 characlefs {l 920 charaders)

RASTEB SCAN SlzE: 236 ' 122 94 mm (9.3 in. i 4 84 in)

CHARACTER GENEFATION: 7 x 9 cha.acler tonl ln a 9 ! 15 characler cel

STANDARO CHAFACTEF SET 128 ASCII characlefs

OPTIONAL CHABACTEB SETS: F.ench. Spanish and German

CURSORT Blinking unded ne
GBAPHICS ilODE {OPTIONAL HARDWAFE)

FASTEB SIZE:  2@ :  162.5  mm (7 .9  i  6  4  in )

ooT FESOLUTTON 0.357 mm (0  014 in ) .

SPOT SIZE,  0 .254 mm (0  010 In ) .
CUBSOF: Full screen or blinking crosshat In plollinq mode brink ng undedrne

DlSPLAY SPEED:  2  032 mm (80  In . ) /s .
LINEAFITY: <1 5./. rulr scr€en

Thermal Line Printer Specilications
PFINT SPEEo: up to 480 lines/min

PLO] SPEEO
NORMAL MODE:25 4  mm/s  (1  rn /s ) .
cBT TBANSFEF: 3 '25 mm/s (0 14-l in/s)

NOISE LEVEL: I hf, 10eu duty cycle:68 dBA (mar).

0.5 h,. 10e6 duty cycle: 55 dAA (avg)

PAPER FEED: Allomatic oad.

System Size/Weight
SIZE:  HWD 483 i  457 !  667 mm (19  x  18  r  26 .3  n . ) .
WEIGHT: 1a.6 kg (41 lb) slandard mainifame

10 43 kg (23 lb) srandard cBT
5 22 kg (1 1 5 lb) oplional lhermai pnnler

CUBE.  o .s  m3 ( j7  f l1 .
PFICE lN U.S.A. :  98454 base prce ,  $11.500.

815 Foudeenth Steel, S W.
Loveland Colofado, 80537 U.S A

OPEBATING TEMPERATUBE: 5'C Io 40.C.

SIORAGE IEMPEFATURE: 40'C to +65'C

RELATIVE HUMIDITY 59O IO A@/O AI 40'C
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Personal Calculator Algorithms lV:
Logarithmic Functions
A detailed description of the algorithms used in
Hewlett-Packard hand-held calculators to compute
logarithms.

by William E. Egbert

Tl EGINNING WITH THE Hp-35,1'2 all Hp personal
l-l calculators have used essentially the same al-
gorithms for computing complex mathematical func-
tions in their BCD (binary-coded decimal) micropro-
cessors. While improvements have been made in
newer  ca l cu la to rs ,3  t he  changes  have  a f f ec ted
primarily special cases and not the fundamental
algorithms,

This article is the fourth in a series that examines
these algorithms and their implementation.a'5'6 Each
article presents in detail the methods used to imple-
ment a common mathematical function. For simplic-
ity, rigorous proofs are not given and special cases
other than those of particular interest are omitted.

Although tailored for efficiency within the en-
vironment of a special-purpose BCD microprocessor,
the basic mathematical equations and the techniques
used to transform and implement them are applicable
to a wide range of computing problems and devices.

The Logarithmic Function Algorithm
This article wil l discuss the method of generating

the ln(xJ and logro(x) functions. To minimize pro-
gram length, a single function, ln(x), is always com-
puted first. Once ln(x) is calculated, logro(x) is found
by the formula

logro (x) : 
#$

ln(x) is generated using an approximation process
much the same as the one used to compute trigono-
metric functions.s The fundamental equation used in
this case is the logarithmic property that

l n  (a r ' a r ' a3  . . .  .  an )  :  l n (a r )  +  l n (a r )

+ ln(ar)  + . .  + ln(a")  ( r )

This algorithm simply transforms the input number
x into a product of several terms whose logarithms
are known. The sum of the logarithms of these various
partial-product terms forms ln(x).

Exponent
Numbers in HP calculators are stored in scientific

notation in the form x : M.10K. M is a number
whose magnitude is between 1.00 and 9.999999999
and K is an integer between -99 and +99. Using
equation 1, it is easy to see that

ln(M.roK) :  ln(M) + ln(1oKJ

At this point, another logarithmic property becomes
useful, which is

l n ( A b ;  :  b ' l n ( A ) '

Using this relationship

ln (M ' roKJ  :  l n (M)  +  K ' l n (10 ) .

Thus to find the logarithm of a number in scientif ic
notation, one calculates the logarithm of the mantissa
of the number and adds that to the exponent times
ln (10 ) .

Mantissa
The problem of f inding ln(x) is now reduced to

finding the logarithm of its mantissa M.
L e t P : 1 / M . T h e n

ln (PM) : l n (P )  +  l n (M)
ln (1 )  : l n (P )  +  l n (M)

0 : l n ( P )  + l n ( M )
- ln(P)  :  ln(M) (2)

This may appear to be a useless exercise since at
first glance -ln(P) seems to be as hard to compute as
ln(M).

Suppose, however, that a new number P. is formed
by multiplying P by r which is a small number close
to  1 .

P n  :  P ' r

In addition, let Pn be defined as a product of powers
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of numbers a, whose natural logarithms are known.

P r : S o K o . a r K t  . . . . u , * i  . . .  a r K t

Thus

P : P,/r

l n (P )  : l n (P " )  - l n ( r )

Using equation 2

l n ( M )  : l n ( r ) - l n ( P " )

Finally

ln(M) : ln(r) - (Koln(ao) * Krln(ar) + ... + K,ln(a;)

+ ... + K,ln(a,))

Thus to find ln(M) one simply multiplies M by the
carefully selected numbers a; so that the product
MP, is forced to approach 1, If all the logarithms of
a; are added up along the way to form ln(P,J then
ln(M) is the logarithm of the remainder r minus this
sum. Notice that the remainder r is nothing more than
the final product MP..

lmplementation
How is this algorithm implemented in a special-

purpose microprocessor? First of all, the terms of P,
were chosen to reduce computation time and mini-
mize the amount of ROM (read-only memoryJ needed
to store a; and its logarithm. The numbers chosen for
the a; terms are of the form a; : (1 + 10-i), where
j : o-4 (see Table 1).

Table 1 Values of a; Terms

j  a i  l n a ;

between 0 and 1 if the product P,,M is to approach 1.
As M is defined to be between 1 and 10, a new quan-
tity A is formed by dividing M by 10. A is now in the
proper range (0.1<A<1) so that using the a; terms as
defined wil l cause the product AP, to approach
1 without exceeding 1.

The product P, can now be formally defined as a
series, where j goes from 0 to n. Each partial product
AP; has the form

A . P ,  :  A . P , - 1 ( 1 + r o - i ) * , ,  j  :  o , L , 2 , . . . , n

P-r : 1, and K; is the largest integer such that Pj <1.
In practice, each A.P1 is formed by multiplying

A'P;- r  by (1 + 10- ' ) ,  K i  t imes.  There is  one inter-
mediate product, Ti, for each count of K;, as shown
below.

T o : A ( 1  + 1 0 - o ) t

T 1  : A ( 1  + 1 0 - 0 ) 2

T x o : A [ 1  + , 0 - o ) " 0

T x o * ,  :  A ( 1 +  1 o - o ) * o ( ,  *  1 0  t ) t

T -  :  A ( 1  +  1 0 - o ) * o ( ,  *  r o - t ) "  
t

" ' ( 1  + 1 o - n ) K n : A P n

m  :  K o  +  K 1  + . . .  * K ,

T i  :  T1 -1 (1  +  1o - j )  f o r  some  i  ( 4 )

Notice that each multiplication of the intermediate
product Ti-, by a1 simply amounts to shift ing Ti-,
right the number of digits denoted by the current
value of j and adding the shifted value to the original
T1-,. This very efficient multiplication method is
similar to the pseudo-multiplication of the trigono-
metric algorithm.s

An Example
A numeric example to i l lustrate this process is now

in order .  Let  A :  0 .155.  To compute ln(A) ,  A must  be
multiplied by factors of a; unti l AP,, approaches 1.
To begin the process A : 0.155 is multiplied by ao : 2
to form the intermediate product To : 0.31. Another
multiplication by ao gives Tr : 0.62, A third multi-
p l icat ion by 2 resul ts  in  1.24,  which is  larger  than 1.
Thus Ko :  2 and AP'  :  0 .62.  The process is  con-
tinued in Table 2.

o2
'1, 7.1
2  1 . O 7
3  1 .001
4  1 .0001

0.6931
0.09531
0.009950
0.0009995
0.000099995

To achieve high accuracy using relatively few a;
terms, an approximation is used when r : MP,
approaches 1. For numbers close to 1, ln(rJ - r-1.
This yields

l n M - ( r - r )  -  I  K ; l n ( a /  ( 3 )
i=o

Since all of the a; terms are larger than 1, M must be
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APi Kj

0 . 1  5 5
1

0 ,62  2

1,  1, .1 7
1.  1.1 2
1 .  1 . \  3
1 .  1 .7  4
1  1 . 1  0 . 9 9 8 5  5

2 1. .O1.  0.9985 0
3 1.001 0.9995 ' t

4  1.0001 0.9996 1.

0 . 9 9 9 6 : A . P + : r

*Another  x2 would resul t
changed to 1.1.

**The 1.01 constant  is  sk ipped ent i re ly .

Applying the values found in Table 2 to equation 3
results in

l n (0 .1s5 )  
' :  

( 0 .eee6  -  1 )  - 1 .8638
:  -1. .8642

This answer approximates very closely the correct
1O-dig i t  answer of  -1.864330162.

This example demonstrates the simplicity of this
method of logarithm generation. All that is required
is a multiplication (shift and add) and a test for 1.
To implement this process using only three working
registers, a pseudo-quotient similar to the one gen-
erated in the trigonometric algorithm is formed.s Each
digit represents the number of successful multipli-
cations by a particular a;. For the preceding example,
the pseudo-quotient would be

With -ln(r) : (r - 1) as the first term, the appro-
priate logarithms of (a;) are then summed according
to the count in the pseudo-quotient digit correspond-
ing to the proper a;. The final sum is -ln(A).

At this point one more transformation is needed to
optimize this algorithm perfectly to the micropro-

l a i

-1.

o2
o2

Table 2 Generation of ln(0.155)
cessor's capabil it ies. Recall that the factors o1 w€r€
chosen to force the product PrrA towards 1. Suppose
Bt : Ti -1. Forcing B- towards 0 causes P,A to be
forced to 1. Substituting 81 into (a) and simplifying
yields

(Bi  + 1)  :  (Bi_r  + 1)(1 + tO 
- t  

;  for  some j

B , + 1  :  B i _ r ( 1  + 1 0 - j ) + 1  + 1 0 - i

B ;  :  B 1 - 1 ( 1 + r o - i ) + 1 0 - j

Multiplying through by -1 results in the following
equation, which is equivalent to equation 4.

-B i  :  -B i - r (1  +  10  
- i )  -  10  

- '  
f o r  some  i  ( 5 )

This expression is now in a very useful form, since
the a; term is the same as before, but the zero test is
performed automatically when the 10-j subtraction
is done. A test for a borrow is all that is required. An
additional benefit of this transformation is that accu-
racy can be increased by shifting -B1left one digit for
each a; term after it has been applied the maximum
number of t imes possible. This increases accuracy by
replacing zeros generated as B; approaches zero with
significant digits that otherwise would have been lost
out of the right end of the register. This shift ing,
which is equivalent to a multiplication by 10i, gives
yet another benefit. Multiplying equation 5 by 10iand
simplifying,

- B , x  1 0 1  :  ( - B i - 1 ( 1 +  1 0  
- ' ) - r o - i ; x r g i

- B , x 1 g i :  - B i _ r x 1 0 '  ( 1 + r o - ' )  - 1  f o r s o m e j  t 6 )

Notice that the 10-' subtraction reduces to a simple
-1 regardless of the value of j. The formation of the
in i t ia l  -Bo is  a lso easy s ince -Bo :  - (A -  1)  :  1  -  A.
This is formed by taking the 1.0's complement of M
(the original mantissa), creating 10 - M. A right
shift divides this by 10 to give 1 - lW10 : 1 - A :
-Bo. A final, almost incredible, benefit of the 81
transformation is that the final remainder -Bm x
10t is in the exact form required to be the first term of
the summation process of equation 4 without further
modification. The correct ln[a1) constants are added
directly to -B* x 10j, shift ing the sum right one
digit after each pseudo-quotient digit to preserve
accuracy and restore the proper normalized form dis-
rupted by equation 6. The result is -ln(A).

Finally, the required ln(M) is easily found by sub-
tracting the computed result -ln(A) from ln(10).

Ti ln(a;)

0 . 1 5 5
0 . 3 1  0 . 6 9 3 1
0 .62  0 .6931

0 .682  0 .0953
o .7502  0 .0953
o .82522  0 .0953
o.9077 0.0953
0 .9985  0 .0953

0.9995 0.00099
0.9996 0.00009

1.8638 :  y  ln(a; )

in AP, >1. Thus ai is

2 5 0 1 7

t t t t l
j : o  j : 1  j : 2  j : 3  j : 4
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ln(10) (-ln(A)) :'lh(ro) + ln(N4/10)
In(10.M/10)
IaM)

Once ln(M) is computed, K.ln(10) is added as pre-
viously discussed to form ln(x). At this point log(x)
can be generated by dividing ln(x) by ln(10).

?

Summary
In summary, the compulation of logarithmic func-

tions proceeds as follows:
1. Find the logarithm of 10K using K.ln (10).
2. Trahsform the input mantissa to the proper

form required by -Bo.

3. Apply equation 6 repeatedly and form a pseudo-
quotient representing the'number of successful
multiplications by each a;.

4. Form -ln(A) by summing the ln(P;) constants
corresponding to the pseud'o-quotient digits with
the remainder -B- x 1d as the, first term in the
series.

5. Find ln(x) or log(x) using simple ar i thmetic
operations.

6. Round and display the answer.
' The calculator is now ready for another operation.@
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